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About Me

My name is Chris Holman i am 27 years old.  I am a 
2nd year graphic design student. I love to snowboard 
and be in the Moutain’s.  I look to my passion for 
snowboarding for inspiration in my design’s.  My 
goal for my graphic design is to able to create a un-
quie design’s for the snowboarding industry and give 
back to the Snowboarding Community. For my book 
i decided to make it look like a snowboarding mag-
azine kind of layout.  With big pictures and simple 
captions.
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Spheres

For this project we had to create a sphere in photoshop.  Once we created the sphere we had to colorize it by 
adding a gradient layer.  Once we colored the sphere we had to put the sphere in motion.  For this design my 
sphere ended up looking like a bowling ball so i went with a bowling pin theme.   I added 3 holes made it 
look like the bowling ball was traveling down the lane and finished with a big strike.

Seal Project

Black & White Color

In Motion



Fancy LadyLion’s Head

Before

After



Joe & Lou

Before After

For this exercise we had to take the picture on the left and use photoshop to go through and re-
touch and take out some of the cracks.  By using an adjustment layer of level’s on the picture i 
was able to add some more detail to the old picture.  By using the clone tool in photoshop was 
able to go through the details of their jackets and take out some of the scratches and spots.  Af-
ter retouching the picture we had to colorize the picture.  So i took some inspritation from Dick 
Tracy and decided to go with a bright yellow jacket  for Joe and a nice red color for Lou.  I added 
blue to the background to replace the dull white background in the orginal.



Otto Pen Tool Ex-
ercises

Just some pen tool exerices.




